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This talk in a nutshell  
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• D4G: Using big data to help policymakers and aid workers foster the social public 
good and maximize impact

• Application 1: Improving the response to disease outbreaks

• Application 2: Detect and tackle food crises through better monitoring

• Our D4G Dream: 
• Co-design a sustainable, scalable and open ecosystem of mobile apps…
• … together with developers, researchers, NGOs and  international agencies



Pandemics have killed and can kill millions of people
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• Pandemics have killed millions:
• 1350 Black Death: 100 million 

• 1918 Spanish Flu: 50 million 

• 2009 swine flu: 200,000 

• 2013 TBC: 1.5 million

• “Pandemics likely to wipe out more than 30 million people” (B. Gates):
• Higher reproduction rate pandemic could strike in more connected country

• Airborne infections much more dangerous than physical contact diseases

• “Pandemics do not respect globalized borders” (Dr. Paul Farmer)

• Bioterrorism 



Lessons from Ebola and D4G potential 
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• How could more accurate Ebola responses have saved lives?
• Monitoring:

• “There was a data problem and no maps” (B. Gates)

• Medical aid supply: 
• “Health care providers in Liberia had no soap or gloves” (Dr. J. Forrester CDC)

• “Lack of beds is forcing families to care for patients at home, which increases 
transmission” (UNMEER)

• Quarantines:
• “Quarantine rules were completely ad hoc” (B. Gates)

• Mobile phone D4G have potential to improve response: 
• High penetration rate: reach aid workers and volunteers
• Trace granular mobility: key factor in disease spreading



Mobile phone data trace mobility- key factor in disease spreading:
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We are implementing Ebola lessons by making research operational
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• Disease monitoring app: 

• Where are the cases? 

• Where will virus go?

• Medical supply app: 

• Where are the beds?

• Where to put more treatment centers? 

• Where to organize prevention? 

• Quarantine app: 

• Are quarantines effective? 

• Which areas to quarantine?



Illustration of our D4G prototype: Disease monitoring app
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Illustration of our D4G prototype: Disease monitoring app
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Illustration of our D4G prototype: Medical supply app
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Undernutrition and the food data gap
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• 800 million people are under-nourished (FAO)

• Undernutrition has many causes including negative shocks to: 

• Food demand: Low and volatile income

• Food supply: Volatile climate, weather, crop quality

• Income shocks and nutrition:

• Poor with income below $2/day spend 40-70% of income on food (www.pooreconomics.com)

• If income poor declines by 10%, spending on food drops by 7% (Subramanian, Deaton  JPE 1996)

• Food data gap:
• Targeting food aid to undernourished shocked areas requires frequent, granular data
• Current data: slow, non-granular, expensive household surveys

http://www.pooreconomics.com


We are monitoring food supply needs by making research operational
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• Research on mobile phone data and monitoring food consumption

• Food security monitoring app: 

• Where is the risk of malnutrition high due to income shocks & poverty?

• Where is the risk of malnutrition high due to nature shocks (e.g. weather)?

• Where is the risk of malnutrition high due to price shocks?



Illustration of our D4G prototype: Food security monitoring app
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Food security app

http://d4g.realimpactanalytics.com/dashboard/showDashboard?DashboardID=2


The apps are part of a broader, open eco-system we aim to co-design
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Data 
sources

Back-end: 
data treatment

Front-end: 
portal & apps

End-
users

D4G vision

D4G ecosystem



Although each party has a different role,
we share a global ambition: extend the reach of D4G
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Together, we want to SCALE: 
more users, more D4G apps

Together, we want to build a 
SUSTAINABLE business model

Data creation

Academics

Back-end & app 
developers

Donors

Agencies

End-users

Each ecosystem member has a clear role

Local governments & regulators



To co-design our next apps, build and fund the ecosystem, we are 
looking for partners in this journey
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• Data: 
• Access to datafeed of approx. 300 million subscribers in emerging markets

• Africa, Caribbean, Latin America, Asia

• Sahel footprint: Nigeria, Chad and Burkina Faso

• Partnerships:
• Telco operators

• UN: Unicef & Global pulse: co-design apps

• Academics at MIT, Université Louvain 

• Eager to team up with more end-users, NGOs, govs, tech firms, scientists, donors, …

• Applications:
• V1: Disease outbreak, food security monitoring, national stats

• On radar: financial inclusion, unemployment, education, traffic



Back-up slides
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Back-up slides
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